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been developed in recent years. To offer 
immersive VR experience, the field of view 
(FOV)[1] should be >100° in the viewing 
optical system,[2] which results in consid-
erable color break-up around objects, espe-
cially at the periphery. This visual artifact 
is known as chromatic aberration (CA) 
due to the wavelength-dependent focal 
length of the viewing optics, as illustrated 
in Figure 1a, which originates from the 
dispersive nature of electric permittivity. 
Although the noticeability of this phe-
nomenon is dependent on the user’s gaze 
point and the displayed image content, it 
is highly desirable to provide chromatic 
aberration correction (CAC) for better user 
experience.

There are mainly two types of CAC 
method, digital and optical. At the cost 
of extra graphic computation power, the 
CA can be significantly reduced by pre-
processing images according to the chro-
matic dispersion of viewing optics, which 

is a digital compensation method similar to the lens correction 
in photography.[3] The digital CAC helps decrease but cannot 
completely eliminate CA, because each color channel has a 
spectral bandwidth unless laser displays are implemented. The 
sub-channel aberrations could be more apparent for panels 
with higher pixel density. From a systematic perspective, the 
processing time occupied by digital CAC in each frame would 
increase as both resolution and frame rate increase in the 
future VR devices. Also, in portable VR devices, where power 
consumption is a big concern, the memory- and computation-
consuming digital CAC may not be affordable.

Optical CAC has been widely applied as a useful and nec-
essary part in chromatic imaging systems since the 18th cen-
tury.[4] Conventional optical CAC approach utilizes two or more 
lens materials with different refractive index dispersions, or 
Abbe numbers, in the system to unite the focal length at two 
or more wavelengths.[5] However, achromatic doublets are more 
expensive and heavier than singlets in head-mounted display 
systems, causing discomfort to the users. In late 1900s, another 
approach based on the hybrid of diffractive and refractive 
lenses was developed,[6] exploiting the negative Abbe number 
of diffractive elements. Despite their demanding fabrication 
process, diffractive Fresnel phase lenses have been integrated 
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Thanks to the rapid development of robust mobile processors, 
high-pixel-density display panels, and optics fabrication capa-
bilities, decent virtual reality (VR) near-eye display devices have 
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into  consumer lens systems to pursue compact size and better 
imaging performance.[7]

In this paper, we propose to apply low-cost yet high-quality 
broadband diffractive Pancharatnam-Berry phase lenses 
(PBLs)[8–10] to immersive near-eye display systems as a prac-
tical CAC element.[11,12] The PBLs made of liquid crystal (LC) 
polymer manifest opposite CAs to refractive lenses, as depicted 
in Figure 1b. Thus, the CAs of VR viewing optics can be effec-
tively reduced if a PBL is attached to the Fresnel surface of the 
plastic lens, as shown in Figure 1c. Compared to conventional 
diffractive optical elements and metasurfaces, the fabrication 
of PBLs is simpler and more cost-effective.[13–15] Also, PBLs 
are polarization sensitive, thus the stray light from diffrac-
tion leakage can be eliminated by a polarizer. Moreover, PBLs 
usually have a flat physical geometry with a thickness of only 
several microns, which can flawlessly satisfy the need for light-
weight and compactness in head-mounted displays.

The Pancharatnam-Berry phase optical elements[16,17] func-
tion by a spatial-varying phase change generated through 
a closed path in the polarization parameter space, which is 
commonly realized using a patterned LC half-wave plate. The 
orientation of LC molecules at each spatial point on the lens 
surface determines the local phase change, which is similar to 
the orientation of the unit element in conventional metasur-
faces. Despite the spin–orbit interaction of light embedded in 
this effect, it can be conveniently represented by Jones calculus 
with a circularly polarized input light
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where ϕ denotes the fast axis orientation angle of the half-wave 
plate or the local LC director. A phase change of 2ϕ occurs 
while the handedness of circular polarization is inverted. Thus, 
PBLs can be fabricated by patterning LC molecular orientation, 
i.e., ϕ, in a paraboloidal manner in the radial direction. Thanks 
to its continuous phase profile and flat geometry, PBLs provide 
higher optical quality and less stray light in comparison with 
Fresnel phase lenses. It should be noticed that PBLs manifest 
opposite optical power for the right-handed and left-handed 
circularly polarized lights, as Equation (1) indicates. Thus, a 
broadband quarter-wave (λ/4) plate should be employed to con-
vert the linearly polarized light from the liquid crystal display 
panel to circularly polarized light when PBLs are utilized for 
CAC, as Figure 2a depicts.

For display panels that emit unpolarized light, such as light-
emitting diodes, the λ/4 plate could be replaced by a circular 
polarizer. Although the high-efficiency bandwidth of PBL may be 
enhanced with multiple axial layers, it is still quite challenging 
to achieve large spectral and angular bandwidth simultaneously. 
Thus, ghost images caused by the zero-order diffraction should be 
expected especially at the peripheral FOV. To eliminate the zero-
order leakage of PBL, a broadband wide-view circular polarizer 
is placed between the PBL and Fresnel lens such that the unde-
sired ghost image with the other handedness can be removed, as 
illustrated in Figure 2b. Moreover, based on the optical raytracing 
analysis of the proposed system, adding a diffractive PBL can 
improve not only the chromatic color shift but also the general 
imaging quality of a VR system, as compared in Figure 2c,d.

To make full use of light at visible spectrum from the display 
panel, ultra-broadband PBLs were fabricated for the proposed 
system. The procedure is similar to that of conventional PBLs, 
as described in our previous work,[14] but here a more compli-
cated sandwich-like axial structure, as depicted in Figure 2e, 
is used to further widen the spectral bandwidth as mentioned 
by Zhan et al. and Komanduri et al.[17,18] Different from con-
ventional metasurface, the PBLs manifest ideally flat geometry 
even in nanoscale and the LC molecules inside employ a com-
plex structure, right-hand twist, nontwist, and left-hand twist 
from one substrate to the other. With more degrees of freedom, 
the bandwidth of the three-layer system is designed to be wider 
than that of the two-layer structure.[19,20] As a result, it is able to 
cover most of the light from display panel, especially at the blue 
and red edges of visible spectrum.

During device fabrication, first, a photo-alignment layer was 
created on a glass substrate by spin-coating a 0.2% solution 
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Figure 1. Illustration of a) a compact refractive Fresnel lens showing CAs, 
b) a diffractive PBL manifesting opposite CAs, and c) the proposed hybrid 
lens set exhibiting achromatic performance.
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of Brilliant Yellow (BY, TCI America) in dimethylformamide 
(DMF) solvent. The desired lens profile with a 2 in. diameter 
and 60 cm focal length at λ = 532 nm was recorded on the BY 
layer using polarization holography method[21] to control the 
local orientation of LC molecules. After the polarization holo-
graphic exposure, we spin-coated four LC reactive mesogen 
(RM) layers one-by-one to achieve the desired achromatically 
high first-order diffraction efficiency over most of visible spec-
trum. Each RM layer was crosslinked with 365 nm UV light 
for a dosage of ≈10 J cm−2 after spin-coating to form a solid 
surface, which in turn provides the surface alignment for the 

next layer. The detailed recipe of material and spin-coating is 
summarized in Table 1.

The spectrum of zero-order leakage from the fabricated PBL 
(with sandwich-like axial structure) is measured and results 
are plotted in Figure 2f. The PBLs were placed between two 
circular polarizers when the zero-order light leakage spec-
trum was measured by a spectrometer. The ultra-broadband 
PBL shows minimal zero-order transmission in a wide spec-
tral range, from 425 to 700 nm, which is enough for the pro-
posed application. Afterward, the PBL was placed between 
a λ/4 plate and a circular polarizer and then attached to the 
Fresnel surface of a 2 in. plastic Fresnel lens with 37 mm focal 

length for a compact form factor, as illus-
trated in Figure 2a. Finally, regarding the 
graphic generation unit, a 6.1 in. in-plane-
switching liquid crystal display (LCD) panel 
with a 1792-by-828 resolution (326 pixels 
in.−1) was assembled with the optical lens 
module to form a VR breadboard. Although 
the LCD has a wide visible spectrum from 
400 to 700 nm, most of the visible light can 
be utilized by the ultra-broadband PBL, as 
Figure 2f shows. Figure 3a shows a photo-
graph of the fabricated ultra-broadband PBL 
captured in front of the CREOL building. 
The unpolarized CREOL signage is clearly 
imaged to two depths due to the polariza-
tion-dependent optical power of PBL. And 
the zero-order diffraction leakage is almost 
negligible.

Adv. Optical Mater. 2019, 1901360

Figure 2. a) Experimental setup of virtual reality display system. b) Schematic illustration of polarization handedness changes through the planar 
optical parts. Sequential raytracing analysis: c) Lateral color shift and d) RMS spot radius with and without PBL. e) Schematic illustration of LC ani-
sotropy axis orientation in the PBL with a flat geometry and a twist-homo-twist structure. f) Measured zero-order leakage through chromatic and the 
ultra-broadband PBL and the spectrum of the LCD displaying white light.

Table 1. Recipe of the materials and spin-coating in the PBL fabrication (by weight).

Solution Solute Solvent Solute:Solvent Coating speed

BY layer Brilliant Yellow DMF ≈1:500 500 (5 s) + 3000 (30 s)

1st RM layer RM257 (95.05%)

Irgacure 651 (2.34%)

Zonyl 8857A (0.95%)

R811 (1.66%)

Toluene ≈1:3.81 1900 (90 s)

2nd RM layer RM257 (97.11%)

Irgacure 651 (1.92%)

Zonyl 8857A (0.97%)

Toluene ≈1:3.89 1000 (90 s)

3rd RM layer 850 (90 s)

4th RM layer RM257 (95.48%)

Irgacure 651 (1.93%)

Zonyl 8857A 

(0.927%)

S811 (1.66%)

Toluene ≈1:3.83 950 (90 s)
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To experimentally verify the CAC performance of the pro-
posed system, an image was directly displayed on the LCD 
screen without barrel distortion correction, which shows a 
set of evenly spaced bars with RGB segments, as shown in 
Figure 3b. When viewing through the plastic Fresnel sin-
glet, the test pattern bars are blurred and the RGB colors are 
apparently displaced due to the transverse CA at peripheral 
FOV. When the proposed planar optics module, including 
a PBL sandwiched by a λ/4 plate and a circular polarizer, is 
attached to the Fresnel singlet, the color breakup at the edge 
of FOV is significantly reduced. Figure 3c shows another 
testing result using a black-and-white image. With the pro-
posed optical structure, the CA can be efficiently corrected 
at the cost of three planar optical elements without affecting 
the compact form factor of the system. Although the diffrac-
tion efficiency has small difference over the display spectrum, 
the color variation is not very apparent in the experimental 

results. For those applications demanding an ultra-high color 
accuracy, the image content can be slightly tuned to pre-com-
pensate the small color variation. Furthermore, the proposed 
cost-effective flat lens can be applied to other imaging and 
display systems,[22,23] such as augmented reality[24,25] and 3D 
displays,[26–28] where the CA control is as critical as in virtual 
reality.

In conclusion, we have designed and demonstrated a proto-
type VR display system with significantly reduced CAs using 
planar diffractive optics. We fabricated a key optical element, an 
ultra-broadband planar polymer lens employing Pancharatnam-
Berry phase, manifesting high diffraction efficiency (>95%) 
over most of the visible spectrum. And due to the low-cost 
manufacturing of the planar polymer lenses and convenient 
additive adaptation from current VR devices, the proposed 
method and system should find widespread applications in the 
near-eye display industry.
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Figure 3. a) Photograph of a fabricated ultra-broadband 2 in. PBL sample. The text “CREOL” is imaged to two depths by the PBL due to its polariza-
tion-dependent optical power. b) Half-field CA testing pattern displayed on the LCD and the resulting images captured through the conventional and 
proposed viewing optics. c) Full-field black and white image displayed on the LCD and the resulting images ≈100° captured through the conventional 
and proposed hybrid viewing optics. The three enlarged parts are center field and edge fields at 0° and 45° azimuth from left to right.
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Experimental Section
Material Preparation: The employed LC reactive mesogen was RM257 

(LC Matter), whose physical properties are listed as follows: clearing 
point (TNI) = 108.5 °C, and refractive indices ne = 1.69, no = 1.51 at  
λ = 589 nm. The chiral dopants were S811 and R811 (HCCH, helical 
twisting power HTP ≈12 µm−1) and the photo-initiator Irgacure 651 
(Ciba) was used for LC polymerization. Moreover, the surfactant Zonyl 
8857A from DuPont, was also added to achieve a relatively flat air-
polymer surface. The detailed weight ratios of their concentration in the 
precursor are listed in Table 1.

Fabrication Procedures: A 2 in. diameter and 0.4 mm thick glass 
substrate (Corning Gorilla) was cleaned with acetone, isopropyl alcohol, 
and de-ionized water, followed by drying in nitrogen. Then the photo-
alignment layer was spin-coated on the glass substrate and the solvent 
was evaporated on a hotplate (60 °C, 5 min). A continuous-wave blue 
laser emitting at λ = 457 nm (Cobolt Twist, 200 mW) was employed in 
the polarization holographic exposure, where the exposure dosage was 
around 10 J cm−2. After photo-alignment, the sample was coated with 
RM solutions for four times with a total thickness of ≈4.5 µm. After each 
RM coating, the sample was exposed to a UV lamp (λ ≈ 365 nm) for 
photo-polymerization.

Optical Measurements: To characterize the light leakage of the ultra-
broadband PBL, a white light source (Mikropack DH-2000) and an 
optical fiber spectrometer (Ocean Optics HR2000CG-UV-NIR) were used 
to measure the transmission spectra. The PBL sample was sandwiched 
between two orthogonal circular polarizers (Edmund Optics #88-100 
and #88-102) to show the zero-order light leakage.
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